
Introduction
Expand or Die: The Revolution’s New Empire

A L A N TAY L O R

This joint issue of the William and Mary Quarterly and the

Journal of the Early Republic asks if we have miscast the American Revo-

lution by treating it either as the culmination of colonial history or as the

foundation for the early republic. Does focusing on the coming revolu-

tion distort the colonial past to serve a teleology? Or do we a priori

assume that the revolution was a watershed between a rather somnolent

colonial society and a modernizing republican order? What happens to

our histories if instead we plant the revolution in the middle of a longer

flow of change: does it appear more or less transformative?

Defining “The American Revolution” becomes more difficult as our

discipline waxes more diverse in methods and topics. We read frequent

laments over the lack of synthesis in our time of specialization and diver-

sity. Recent academic jeremiads insist that we have neglected the revolu-

tion, or at least its political dimensions. One even castigates the young

for taking all the wrong approaches rather than following the lead of the

oldest of their elders.1

Alan Taylor is the Thomas Jefferson Foundation Chair in American History at
the University of Virginia. Thanks to Doug Bradburn of Mount Vernon for hosting
a symposium on the articles in this joint issue with such panache—and to the
authors for producing such stimulating articles.

1. For a distrust of newer approaches, see Gordon S. Wood, “History in Con-
text: The American Vision of Bernard Bailyn,” Weekly Standard, Feb. 23, 2015.
For a very different lament about the state of the field, see Patrick Spero, “Intro-
duction: Origins,” in The American Revolution Reborn, ed. Spero and Michael
Zuckerman (Philadelphia, 2016), 1–6. For the virtues of new scholarship, see
Edward Countryman, “Indians, the Colonial Order, and the Social Significance of
the American Revolution,” William and Mary Quarterly 53 (Apr. 1996), 342–62;
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In a historiographical article appearing in this issue, however, Michael

A. McDonnell and David Waldstreicher document that scholarship on

the revolution has not languished. Indeed, it has proliferated during the

past two decades. The footnotes to the other articles in this issue also

reveal plenty of recent work on the revolution, including its politics.

But that scholarship darts in many directions as newer scholars pursue

questions unasked a generation ago. Like any important and complex

subject, the American Revolution invites inquiry by all sorts of scholars,

and they produce widely divergent works. In this joint issue, for exam-

ple, every author defines differently the geographic bounds, temporal

range, human cast, causes, and consequences of the revolution.2

Rather than reject novelty and diversity, we should celebrate them for

extending what we know about the many peoples caught up in revolu-

tion. Those marginalized by former histories now assume centrality as

our stories increasingly include Native peoples, the enslaved, women,

the poor, Hispanics, and the French as key actors. But we should also

welcome efforts at synthesis, which inevitably and delightfully should be

multiple and contending. It is futile and sterile to seek scholarly consen-

sus as some sort of holy grail. Variety and debate are more interesting

and better for the field.3

For all of its topical range, recent scholarship does aggregate into dis-

tinct methodological clusters. Popular history usually dwells on military

or political heroes and villains, generally from the top tier of society. The

military variant focuses on the period of war with the British, 1775–83,

while the political emphasis broadens the time frame to begin in 1763

Edward G. Gray and Jane Kamensky, eds., The Oxford Handbook of the American
Revolution (New York, 2013).

2. Michael A. McDonnell and David Waldstreicher, “Revolution in the Quar-
terly? A Historiographical Analysis,” William and Mary Quarterly 74 (Oct. 2017).
See also Waldstreicher, “The Revolutions of Revolution Historiography: Cold
War Contradance, Neo-Imperial Waltz, or Jazz Standard?” Reviews in American
History 42 (Mar. 2014), 23–35.

3. For works that broaden the revolution’s cast, see Alan Taylor, American
Colonies (New York, 2001); Claudio Saunt, “Go West: Mapping Early American
Historiography,” William and Mary Quarterly 65 (Oct. 2008), 745–78; Elizabeth
A. Fenn, Encounters at the Heart of the World: A History of the Mandan People
(New York, 2014); Saunt, West of the Revolution: An Uncommon History of 1776
(New York, 2014); Kathleen DuVal, Independence Lost: Lives on the Edge of the
American Revolution (New York, 2015).
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with the imperial crisis and culminate in the crafting and ratification

of the Federal Constitution in 1787–88. Academic historians, however,

usually park themselves on one temporal side or the other of the war and

explore broader changes in behavior, ideas, and discourse by common

people as well as elites.4

Depending on methodology and time frame, historians afford varying

explanatory weight to the revolution. Military historians study the ebb

and flow of power through battles and campaigns to find pivotal

moments where the ultimate stakes are clear in retrospect: an indepen-

dent United States. Political historians divide over whether the revolu-

tion was a pivotal watershed. Some emphasize continuities, casting the

patriots as conservatives defending a mode of colonial governance that

had already become republicanized by the relatively egalitarian condi-

tions for free colonists. Other, Progressive, scholars dwell on the inegali-

tarian structures of colonial society and institutions to argue that the

American Revolution enabled common people to reject deference in

favor of democratic assertion. But social and cultural historians usually

balk at finding much explanatory and transformative power in the revolu-

tion. Changes in society, culture, and intellect seem instead to occur at

their own pace before, as well as after, the violent rupture of the British

Empire in North America.5

Most of the articles in this joint issue share a social and cultural

sensibility—even those that overtly address politics. Whereas some arti-

cles burrow into a close and insightful reading of particular cultural

forms, others expand broadly in time and geography, often covering a

4. For diverse modes of defining and narrating, see Sarah Knott, “Narrating
the Age of Revolution,” William and Mary Quarterly 73 (Jan. 2016), 3–36. For
different time frames for social and cultural history, see C. Dallett Hemphill,
“Manners and Class in the Revolutionary Era: A Transatlantic Comparison,”
William and Mary Quarterly 63 (Apr. 2006), 345–72.

5. Gordon S. Wood alternates between defining colonial society as monarchical
and republican in Wood, The Radicalism of the American Revolution (New York,
1992). For a recent summary of the Progressive reading of the revolution, see
Gregory H. Nobles and Alfred F. Young, Whose American Revolution Was It?
Historians Interpret the Founding (New York, 2011). For a political historian
adopting a longer time frame and a sociocultural analysis to find little new in the
revolution, see Jack P. Greene, “Colonial History and National History: Reflec-
tions on a Continuing Problem,” William and Mary Quarterly 64 (Apr. 2007),
235–50.
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century bisected by the revolution while stretching their analysis across

the North American continent or the Atlantic Ocean. Whether operating

on a macro or micro scale, most of the authors implicitly define their

arguments against Gordon S. Wood’s The Radicalism of the American
Revolution, which characterized a thoroughly bourgeois revolution as

radical by eighteenth-century standards. In Wood’s version the revolu-

tion transformed American society by promoting and celebrating middle-

class strivers with light complexions and northern state residences. Most

of the authors in this issue regard that change as insufficiently radical,

but most implicitly concede that the revolution offered no other

transformation.6

Dwelling on continuities rather than transformations, the articles cast
doubt on how revolutionary the revolution truly was. Many authors
focus on cultural and social aspects of life, which unfold more steadily
through the generations rather than responding quickly to the shocks of
politics and war. None of the authors deal with military history, and only
Sara T. Damiano focuses on the war years—and she limits her examina-
tion to the home front.

Damiano astutely assesses the correspondence by seven married cou-
ples in which wives ran properties at home while husbands went away
to serve in the patriot forces. The women clung to traditional rhetoric
and roles as their husbands’ business agents, proving resourceful and
versatile under the duress of unprecedented inflation and vagaries in debt
collection. But Damiano balks at finding enduring consequences deriving
from the stresses of war on family relations. She prefers a close attention
to particular cultural technologies of household finance and letter writ-
ing, where continuities prevailed. She emphasizes what the revolution
was not, insisting that “we [must] move beyond bracketing the wartime
years as a brief interlude, a temporary reversal, or an ironic precursor to
the early republic.” If so, what then should we move to?7

6. Wood, Radicalism. See also Wood’s reiteration of this argument in Gordon
S. Wood, Empire of Liberty: A History of the Early Republic, 1789–1815 (New
York, 2009). For critiques, see “Forum: How Revolutionary Was the Revolution?
A Discussion of Gordon S. Wood’s The Radicalism of the American Revolution,”
William and Mary Quarterly 51 (Oct. 1994), 677–716; John L. Brooke, “Trouble
with Paradox,” review of Wood, Empire of Liberty, William and Mary Quarterly
67 (July 2010), 549–57.

7. Sara T. Damiano, “Writing Women’s History Through the Revolution:
Family Finances, Letter Writing, and Conceptions of Marriage,” William and
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Nathan Perl-Rosenthal also focuses on cultural activity abstracted from

the violence of war. He deftly examines letter writing but expands the

story beyond North America to cast the American Revolution as part of

a wave of transatlantic revolutions. The variously situated revolutionaries

shared stylized modes of corresponding. His approach casts eighteenth-

century revolutions as more limited than liberating, since genteel modes

of communicating constrained the “possibilities, limits, and modalities

of the politics that could be practiced through correspondence.” As in

Damiano’s essay, we find the revolution operating within prior cultural

forms rather than creating new ones. Indeed, those same social arts also

framed the words and actions of the men who ran empires and resisted

revolutions. Perl-Rosenthal depicts limited political movements prac-

ticed (and resisted) by gentlemen policing the practices of gentility rather

than changing them.8

Waldstreicher also offers a close cultural reading of particular texts,

in this case published poetry. His evocative essay on Phillis Wheatley

challenges the argument, advanced by Bernard Bailyn, that the revolu-

tion initiated an irresistible “contagion of liberty” that, in due time,

would deliver democracy, free the slaves, and provide civic equality to

women. Instead, for Waldstreicher, the revolution delayed liberating

changes as slaveholders rejected British interference by declaring Ameri-

can independence. Patriots defended a liberty tied to private property

rights, including the ownership of enslaved humans. Led by Thomas

Jefferson, the victors ridiculed Wheatley’s appropriation of the classical

tradition, which they mocked as beyond her race’s abilities. The patriots

justified white racial supremacy by claiming a monopoly on high culture.

Waldstreicher concludes with an intriguingly inconclusive sentence:

“Even if the story of the American Revolution must be a story of

Jefferson’s real and imagined victories, it cannot be an accurate story

until it shows how Phillis Wheatley and James Somerset actually chose

some key battlegrounds, in verse as in the courtroom, several years

before their fellow slaves chose Dunmore’s and Washington’s armies.”

Waldstreicher reminds us of the egalitarian challenge posed by Wheatley,

Mary Quarterly 74 (Oct. 2017); Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, Good Wives: Image and
Reality in the Lives of Women in Northern New England, 1650–1750 (New York,
1982).

8. Nathan Perl-Rosenthal, “Atlantic Cultures and the Age of Revolution,”
William and Mary Quarterly 74 (Oct. 2017).
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who was the truer revolutionary, but he seems to grant Jefferson the last

word in defining a revolution that preserved slavery by asserting racism.9

Yet the “if” in Waldstreicher’s concluding sentence invites speculation

by the reader. Perhaps no one, not even Jefferson, succeeded in defining

a contradictory revolution. Later abolitionists recalled Wheatley’s words,

example, and classicism to champion freedom and challenge the racial

reaction. As I see it, the revolution produced a new dialectic between

antislavery and proslavery discourses, both expressed with greater clarity

and moral urgency thereafter. Each persuasion became crystallized in

contest with the other. But this contest was not the same thing as an

irresistible “contagion of liberty” allegedly unleashed by the revolution,

for no liberation was assured and none could be achieved without a great

struggle of uncertain consequences to our own day.10

Other articles in the joint issue turn from social norms and cultural

production to focus on politics while adopting the longer time frame

characteristic of social and cultural approaches. Consequently, their

authors usually emphasize continuities rather than rupture and transfor-

mation. As they tell it, capitalism was already robust in the colonies and

would have continued to unfold with or without the revolution. And the

United States appears as just another empire, the natural heir to the

British. Most authors also treat as continuous the territorial expansion

westward at the expense of Native peoples dispossessed of their land and

9. David Waldstreicher, “Ancients, Moderns, and Africans: Phillis Wheatley
and the Politics of Empire and Slavery in the American Revolution,” Journal of
the Early Republic 37 (Winter 2017). See also Staughton Lynd and Waldstreicher,
“Free Trade, Sovereignty, and Slavery: Toward an Economic Interpretation of
American Independence,” William and Mary Quarterly 68 (Oct. 2011), 597–630.
For the “contagion of liberty,” see the last chapter of Bernard Bailyn, The Ide-
ological Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge, MA, 1967), esp. 230
(quotation).

10. For that dialectic, see Fredrika Teute Schmidt and Barbara Ripel Wilhelm,
“Early Proslavery Petitions in Virginia,” William and Mary Quarterly 30 (Jan.
1973), 133–46; François Furstenberg, “Beyond Freedom and Slavery: Autonomy,
Virtue, and Resistance in Early American Political Discourse,” Journal of Ameri-
can History 89 (Mar. 2003), 1295–330; Robert G. Parkinson, The Common
Cause: Creating Race and Nation in the American Revolution (Chapel Hill, NC,
2016); Alan Taylor, American Revolutions: A Continental History, 1750–1804
(New York, 2016), introd., ch. 12.
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of African Americans kept in slavery. Jessica Choppin Roney, for exam-

ple, finds settler colonialism largely unchanging from the seventeenth

into the nineteenth century.11

Focusing on oceans rather than land, Paul A. Gilje asserts that pro-

moting and defending overseas commerce drove American foreign rela-

tions from the colonial era through the revolution and into the nineteenth

century. He depicts territorial expansion as a secondary concern for

colonial and early republican statesmen prior to 1815. Earlier expansion,

including the Louisiana Purchase of 1803, appears incidental to com-

mercial disputes between the United States and foreign powers, particu-

larly France and Britain.12

Instead we should regard commerce and conquest as intertwined and

interdependent. In The Elusive Republic, Drew R. McCoy argues that

western expansion multiplied productive farms, expanding an agricul-

tural surplus that needed ever-larger overseas markets most effectively

facilitated by an aggressive free-trade policy. American leaders worried

that western fertility would sap the morality of settlers, seducing them

into indolence, if they lacked the market’s profitable incentives to work

hard by raising bumper crops. Industrious labor would develop the civic

virtue deemed essential for republican governance. The American Revo-

lution created a republican Union committed simultaneously to breaking

down trade barriers overseas and dispossessing Indians. Expanding set-

tlements and swelling trade were two sides of the same coin.13

Whereas Gilje dwells on overseas commerce as the persistent priority

in American politics and diplomacy, Andrew Shankman emphasizes ter-

ritorial expansion in bringing on the revolution and accelerating social

11. Jessica Choppin Roney, “1776, Viewed from the West,” Journal of the
Early Republic 37 (Winter 2017); Andrew Shankman, “Toward a Social History
of Federalism: The State and Capitalism To and From the American Revolution,”
Journal of the Early Republic 37 (Winter 2017). For the “new” history of capital-
ism, see Seth Rockman, “What Makes the History of Capitalism Newsworthy?”
review of Capitalism Takes Command: The Social Transformation of Nineteenth-
Century America, ed. Michael Zakim and Gary J. Kornblith, Journal of the Early
Republic 34 (Fall 2014), 439–66.

12. Paul A. Gilje, “Commerce and Conquest in Early American Foreign Rela-
tions, 1750–1850,” Journal of the Early Republic 37 (Winter 2017).

13. Drew R. McCoy, The Elusive Republic: Political Economy in Jeffersonian
America (Chapel Hill, NC, 1980).
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and political change. In this joint issue heavy on continuities, Shankman

offers the primary exception. He casts the revolution as escalating and

empowering westward migration and Indian dispossession. Shankman

depicts the patriots as better attuned to the interests and desires of their

land-grabbing western constituents than British imperialists had been.14

Shankman aside, continuity predominates in this joint issue in part

because the articles generally work around rather than through the expe-

riences of revolutionary war. The revolution appears more traumatic and

transformative if we pay closer attention to military conflict and its civil-

ian consequences. The long, hard, wrenching war compelled people to

change in ways unanticipated in 1775. Attending to the traumas of war

can also illuminate the subsequent painful but creative efforts to “settle”

the revolution institutionally and on the landscape.

The war devastated the American economy. Roaming armies and

frontier raiders uprooted thousands of people and destroyed their farms,

plantations, and towns. British warships disrupted the export trade

essential to prosperity, and hyperinflation corroded trust in contracts

and payments. Economic historians find a 30 percent decline in national

income from 1774 to 1790, a drop that two of them characterize as

“America’s greatest income slump ever” and an “economic disaster.”15

During the Revolutionary War, Americans experienced more turmoil,

bloodshed, and destruction than any other American generation before

the Civil War of the 1860s. At least twenty-five thousand Americans died

in military service, usually of disease. As a percentage of the population,

the mortality exceeded that of every other American conflict save the

Civil War. Dorothea Gamsby, a wartime refugee, remembered, “Dismay

and terror, wailing and distraction impressed their picture on my mem-

ory, never to be effaced.”16

14. Shankman, “Toward a Social History of Federalism.”
15. Peter H. Lindert and Jeffrey G. Williamson, “American Incomes before

and after the Revolution,” Journal of Economic History 73 (Sept. 2013), 725–65
(“America’s greatest,” 741, “economic disaster,” 752); John J. McCusker and
Russell R. Menard, The Economy of British America, 1607–1789 (Chapel Hill,
NC, 1985), 361–74; Allan Kulikoff, “The War in the Countryside,” in Gray and
Kamensky, Oxford Handbook of the American Revolution, 216–33, esp. 217–24.

16. Dorothea Gamsby, quoted in Catherine S. Crary, ed., The Price of Loyalty:
Tory Writings from the Revolutionary Era (New York, 1973), 49. For work that
highlights the destruction and turmoil of the war, see Ronald Hoffman, “The
‘Disaffected’ in the Revolutionary South,” in The American Revolution, ed. Alfred
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The demands of war rendered the revolution more transformative as

patriot leaders had to make concessions to common people. To win a

hard-fought, close-run, and long-lasting civil war, patriots had to mobi-

lize and motivate broad public support and extract revenue and supplies

on a massive scale—from people who despised coercion and taxation.

Indeed, the patriots impressed more supplies, drafted more militiamen

into service, demanded more oaths, and confiscated more property from

dissidents than ever before in British America. Their states also collected

heavier taxes than Parliament had ever dreamed of levying on the colo-

nists. To render the sacrifices more palatable, the patriots advanced a

republican system that promised greater respect and political power for

common men. The revolution also appealed to religious dissenters, who

longed to escape domination and taxation by the religious establishments

of the colonial regime. The republican promise of equal opportunity

invited common white men to seek more sweeping reforms meant to

reduce the power and privileges of genteel leaders. Common voters

discarded traditions of deference to demand more from their state

governments.17

F. Young (DeKalb, IL, 1976), 273–316; W. W. Abbot, “Lowcountry, Back-
country: A View of Georgia in the American Revolution,” in An Uncivil War: The
Southern Backcountry during the American Revolution, ed. Hoffman, Thad
W. Tate, and Peter J. Albert (Charlottesville, VA, 1985), 321–32; Joseph S.
Tiedemann, “A Revolution Foiled: Queens County, New York, 1775–1776,”
Journal of American History 75 (Sept. 1988), 417–44; Sung Bok Kim, “The
Limits of Politicization in the American Revolution: The Experience of West-
chester County, New York,” Journal of American History 80 (Dec. 1993),
868–89; Harry M. Ward, Between the Lines: Banditti of the American Revolution
(Westport, CT, 2002); Michael A. McDonnell, “Class War? Class Struggles dur-
ing the American Revolution in Virginia,” William and Mary Quarterly 63 (Apr.
2006), 305–44; Wayne Bodle, “ ‘The Ghost of Clow’: Loyalist Insurgency in the
Delmarva Peninsula,” in The Other Loyalists: Ordinary People, Royalism, and
the Revolution in the Middle Colonies, 1763–1787, ed. Tiedemann, Eugene R.
Fingerhut, and Robert W. Venables (Albany, NY, 2009), 19–44; Thomas B.
Allen, Tories: Fighting for the King in America’s First Civil War (New York,
2010). For mortality, see Caroline Cox, “The Continental Army,” in Gray and
Kamensky, Oxford Handbook of the American Revolution, 161–76, esp. 162.

17. Gordon S. Wood, The Creation of the American Republic, 1776–1787
(Chapel Hill, NC, 1969), 495–97; Jackson Turner Main, Political Parties before
the Constitution (Chapel Hill, NC, 1973), 16–17; Robert A. Gross, The Minute-
men and Their World (New York, 1976); Edward Countryman, A People in
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The war generated massive new public debts for the thirteen states

and their Congress. The debt burden threatened to unravel the new

states as clashing interest groups sought to shift the burden of taxation

onto others. Those conflicts over taxes and debts increased the impor-

tance of frontier expansion, compounding the pressure on Native peo-

ples. Unable to fund their debts entirely through taxes, the states and

Congress relied on selling frontier lands for revenue. But Indians ably

defended those lands, and fighting them threatened to swell the already-

crippling state and national debts. Defeats inflicted by Indians also

eroded governments’ credibility with settlers, who were tempted to make

farms without paying anyone for the land. If deprived of land-sale reve-

nue and the power of managing settlers, eastern polities would wither.

In sum, the fertile West beyond the Appalachians could either enrich or

unravel the fragile union of states created by the revolution. Benjamin

Rush rightly worried, “There is but one path that can lead the United

States to destruction; and that is their extent of territory.”18

Revolution: The American Revolution and Political Society in New York, 1760–
1790 (Baltimore, 1981); Jerome J. Nadelhaft, “ ‘The Snarls of Invidious Animals’:
The Democratization of Revolutionary South Carolina,” in Sovereign States in an
Age of Uncertainty, ed. Ronald Hoffman and Peter J. Albert (Charlottesville, VA,
1981), 62–94, esp. 67–68; Allan Kulikoff, Tobacco and Slaves: The Development
of Southern Cultures in the Chesapeake, 1660–1800 (Chapel Hill, NC, 1986),
300–311; Edmund S. Morgan, Inventing the People: The Rise of Popular Sover-
eignty in England and America (New York, 1988), 247–48; Jack N. Rakove, Revo-
lutionaries: A New History of the Invention of America (Boston, 2010), 353–54;
Barbara Clark Smith, The Freedoms We Lost: Consent and Resistance in Revolu-
tionary America (New York, 2010), 181–82; Terry Bouton, “The Trials of the
Confederation,” in Gray and Kamensky, Oxford Handbook of the American Revo-
lution, 370–88, esp. 383–84. For changes in the relationship of church and state
wrought by the revolution, see Rhys Isaac, The Transformation of Virginia, 1740–
1790 (Chapel Hill, NC, 1982); Nathan O. Hatch, The Democratization of Ameri-
can Christianity (New Haven, CT, 1989); Sam Haselby, The Origins of American
Religious Nationalism (Oxford, UK, 2015).

18. Peter S. Onuf, The Origins of the Federal Republic: Jurisdictional Contro-
versies in the United States, 1775–1787 (Philadelphia, 1983), 154–60 (quotation,
160, from [Benjamin Rush], “To the People of the United States,” Carlisle Gazette
(PA), July 5, 1786); Andrew R. L. Cayton, The Frontier Republic: Ideology and
Politics in the Ohio Country, 1780–1825 (Kent, OH, 1986), 2–3; Leonard J.
Sadosky, Revolutionary Negotiations: Indians, Empires, and Diplomats in the
Founding of America (Charlottesville, VA, 2009), 129–30.
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Passage over the Appalachian Mountains threatened to alienate settlers

from the eastern states. A pessimistic New York congressman regarded

“every emigrant to that country from the Atlantic states as forever lost to

the Confederacy.” Westerners could ship their crops to market more

easily either northeastward via the Great Lakes and Saint Lawrence River
to British Quebec or southwestward down the Ohio and Mississippi
Rivers to Spanish New Orleans. Consequently, eastern leaders feared
that western settlers soon would reject American rule to seek an associa-
tion with the British or Spanish Empire. Indeed, Canada’s British gover-
nor sent agents to bribe and cultivate leaders in Vermont and Kentucky.
Louisiana’s Spanish governors similarly enticed the ambitious men of
Tennessee and Kentucky, including the young Andrew Jackson. Frontier
leaders sought trade deals and prepared contingency plans for the appar-
ently impending collapse of the republican union. George Washington
feared, “The Western settlers . . . stand as it were upon a pivot—the
touch of a feather, would turn them any way.”19

19. Merrill Jensen, The New Nation: A History of the United States during the
Confederation, 1781–1789 (New York, 1950), 170–73 (“every emigrant,” 171–72,
quoted from Rufus King to Elbridge Gerry, June 4, 1786, in Charles R. King, ed.,
The Life and Correspondence of Rufus King [New York, 1894], 1: 175–76); George
Washington to Benjamin Harrison, Oct. 10, 1784, in [John Rhodehamel, ed.],
George Washington: Writings (New York, 1997), 559–67 (“Western settlers,”
563); Cayton, Frontier Republic, 23–24; Peter S. Onuf, Statehood and Union:
A History of the Northwest Ordinance (Bloomington, IN, 1987), 54–57; Louis
Guillaume Otto to Comte de Montmorin, Mar. 5, 1787, in Mary A. Giunta et al.,
eds., The Emerging Nation: A Documentary History of the Foreign Relations of the
United States under the Articles of Confederation, 1780–1789 (Washington, DC,
1996), 3: 442–44; James E. Lewis Jr., The American Union and the Problem of
Neighborhood: The United States and the Collapse of the Spanish Empire, 1783–
1829 (Chapel Hill, NC, 1998), 14–22; Kathleen DuVal, The Native Ground: Indi-
ans and Colonists in the Heart of the Continent (Philadelphia, 2006), 174–75;
François Furstenberg, “The Significance of the Trans-Appalachian Frontier in
Atlantic History,” American Historical Review 113 (June 2008), 647–77, esp.
659–65; Sylvia L. Hilton, “Loyalty and Patriotism on North American Frontiers:
Being and Becoming Spanish in the Mississippi Valley, 1776–1803,” in Nexus of
Empire: Negotiating Loyalty and Identity in the Revolutionary Borderlands,
1760s–1820s, ed. Gene Allen Smith and Hilton (Gainesville, FL, 2010), 8–36,
esp. 15. For the intrigues, see J. Leitch Wright Jr., Britain and the American
Frontier, 1783–1815 (Athens, GA, 1975), 44; Colin G. Calloway, Crown and
Calumet: British–Indian Relations, 1783–1815 (Norman, OK, 1987), 17; Richard
White, The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes
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In her article, Roney demonstrates that frontier secessions also

erupted within states as western dissidents sought the crucial power to

create and defend private property. Rejecting rule by North Carolina,

settlers in present-day Tennessee formed a new state called Franklin in

1784. The leaders of Franklin appealed to the most ambitious settlers,

those with some property and a hunger for more. Such settlers coveted

secure legal title to their lands to fend off squatters and rival land specu-

lators from beyond their communities. Ambitious men wanted control

over county courts to enforce their titles, collect debts, and oust trespass-

ers. Frontier leaders also sought a militia to protect buildings and families

from attack by Indians who resented and resisted the settler invasion. An

effective state would enhance the prestige of local leaders by providing

them with coveted commissions as militia officers and court magistrates.

Co-opting local elites with militia and justice commissions and some land

grants was a sound investment for a state’s elite, who thereby wielded a

powerful engine of patronage. When state elites instead acted with a

narrow-minded selfishness to monopolize the benefits of expansion,

frontier leaders created their own property-making and militia-organizing

polities, as they had done in Vermont on the eve of the revolution.20

North Carolina alienated Franklin’s settlers by cutting them out of the

protection, commissions, and land grants generated by western expan-

sion. Eastern legislators treated westerners as subordinates, just as Brit-

ain’s rulers had excluded colonial leaders from the fruits of imperial

expansion during the 1760s. Unlike British imperialists, however, the

North Carolinians responded creatively to the challenge posed by the

Franklin secession. During the mid-1780s, the old state offered new

courts and commissions and financial support for the western militia.

Region, 1650–1815 (Cambridge, UK, 1991), 416–17; Robert S. Allen, His Ma-
jesty’s Indian Allies: British Indian Policy in the Defence of Canada, 1774–1815
(Toronto, 1992), 67–68; David J. Weber, The Spanish Frontier in North America
(New Haven, CT, 1992), 281–82; DuVal, Independence Lost, 253.

20. Roney, “1776, Viewed from the West.” See also Peter S. Onuf, “State-
Making in Revolutionary America: Independent Vermont as a Case Study,” Jour-
nal of American History 67 (Mar. 1981), 797–815; Alan Taylor, “ ‘To Man Their
Rights’: The Frontier Revolution,” in The Transforming Hand of Revolution:
Reconsidering the American Revolution as a Social Movement, ed. Ronald Hoffman
and Peter J. Albert (Charlottesville, VA, 1996), 231–57; Taylor, The Divided
Ground: Indians, Settlers, and the Northern Borderland of the American Revolution
(New York, 2006).
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Meanwhile, Franklin’s leaders struggled to deliver on their promises

to protect the common settlers, failing to organize and pay a credible

militia. The Franklinites also faltered in seeking the congressional recog-

nition needed to become a new state on a par with the old. Congressmen

opposed admitting Franklin to the Union for fear of setting a precedent

dangerous to the cohesion of every state. Anxious to retain Kentucky for

Virginia, Jefferson worried that “our several states will crumble to atoms

by the spirit of establishing every little canton into a separate state.” The

original thirteen states framed and managed the Union as a club to pre-

serve their boundaries by discouraging secessionist movements.

Deprived of external credibility, the Franklin project faltered. During the

late 1780s, North Carolina’s leaders restored their sovereignty over the

Tennessee settlements.21

The federal government faced a similar challenge north and west of

the Ohio. Compelled to compete for settler allegiance, American leaders

could not afford to follow the British precedent of keeping a long-term

set of dependent colonies in the West. Instead, with the Northwest Ordi-

nances of the 1780s, Congress established temporary territories that

eventually would enter the Union as new states equal to the original

thirteen. Unlike the British Empire, which had failed to manage western

expansion, the American Union protected state sovereignty while integ-

rating new states, thereby building a distinctive empire that empowered

common whites but devastated Native peoples.22

Eliga Gould also examines the construction of an American polity that

could mobilize force and create private property. Such a polity could

21. Thomas Jefferson to Richard Henry Lee, July 12, 1785, in Julian P. Boyd,
ed., The Papers of Thomas Jefferson (Princeton, NJ, 1953), 8: 286–88 (quotation,
8: 287); DuVal, Independence Lost, 314–20; Roney, “1776, Viewed from the
West.”

22. Onuf, Origins of the Federal Republic, 154–60; Peter S. Onuf, “Liberty,
Development, and Union: Visions of the West in the 1780s,” William and Mary
Quarterly 43 (Apr. 1986), 179–213; Andrew R. L. Cayton, “ ‘Separate Interests’
and the Nation-State: The Washington Administration and the Origins of Region-
alism in the Trans-Appalachian West,” Journal of American History 79 (June
1992), 39–67, esp. 61; Cayton, “Radicals in the ‘Western World’: The Federalist
Conquest of Trans-Appalachian North America,” in Federalists Reconsidered, ed.
Doron Ben-Atar and Barbara B. Oberg (Charlottesville, VA, 1998), 77–96; Patrick
Griffin, America’s Revolution (New York, 2013), 251.
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achieve a sort of independence only by forcing its way into interdepen-

dence with other polities, just as the American states did by forming a

union to win a revolutionary war. Noting that lesson, an ambitious

adventurer, William Augustus Bowles, sought to help some Muskogean

peoples assert their sovereignty in ways more conspicuous to outsiders.

By leading the “State of Muskogee,” Bowles meant to create private

property, sustain courts, organize military force, and compel diplomatic

recognition from external powers: British, Spanish, and American. In

sum, he played the Franklin game with Native protagonists, but his

scheme troubled the powers that he had to impress. Euro-American

empires preferred to treat Natives as backward allies or dependents, the

better to manipulate them in war or dispossess them in treaties. Sensing

that external distrust, many Muskogeans doubted that Bowles had the

clout to help them—and believed he probably would just help himself to

their fertile lands. Like the Franklinites, Bowles lacked the credibility to

compete with more powerful outsiders.23

Americans were especially loath to recognize Indians who appro-

priated their state-building methods. The patriots drew a racialized line,

delimiting the polities that they would recognize and cooperate with.

Gould notes “that the postcolonial nations that appeared in the half cen-

tury after 1776 entered a world sharply divided by a racial color line.”

As Cherokees, Haitians, and Mexicans painfully learned, the leaders of

the United States did not respect new nations or states run by people

with darker complexions.24

By gaining control over expansion and its rewards, states within the

Union achieved power at the expense of other peoples. Freed from the

British Empire, states could act more decisively and aggressively than

they could as colonies. We often overlook the enhancement of state

power because of our preoccupation with a national story focused on

23. Eliga Gould, “Independence and Interdependence: The American Revolu-
tion and the Problem of Postcolonial Nationhood, circa 1802,” William and Mary
Quarterly 74 (Oct. 2017). See also Eliga H. Gould, Among the Powers of the
Earth: The American Revolution and the Making of a New World Empire (Cam-
bridge, MA, 2012); DuVal, Independence Lost.

24. Gould, “Independence and Interdependence”; Bradford Perkins, The Cre-
ation of a Republican Empire, 1776–1865, vol. 1 of The Cambridge History of
American Foreign Relations, ed. Warren I. Cohen (Cambridge, UK, 1993); Lewis,
American Union.
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the federal Union. In fact, the development of the Union paralleled the

emergence of state power. That emergence increased the states’ potential

threat to one another as they clashed over overlapping boundary

claims—which had become more valuable as states relied on frontier

expansion for revenue and patronage—and those clashes might become

wars that would invite interference by foreign powers. Wary of one an-

other, the leaders of the states formed a tighter union through the Federal

Constitution of 1787. They acted to protect themselves from frontier

secessionists and other empires—but also, and especially, from one

another.25

While providing that security, however, the new federal government

also generated unintended and dangerous consequences by creating a

national politics in which state leaders could aggregate and polarize into

sectional blocks. As northern states gradually freed themselves of slaves,

the southern states doubled down on plantation agriculture and slave

labor. The rival political economies made each region more suspicious

of the other. The regions increasingly clashed over fugitive slaves who

escaped across the newly significant boundary between slave and free

states. A rather innocuous colonial line between Maryland and Pennsyl-

vania surveyed by Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon became the great

fault line of the national politics created by the Federal Constitution.26

Expansion under federal leadership conquered immense new territor-

ies from Indian nations and from Mexico, exacerbating tensions over the

boundary between wage and enslaved labor regimes, both competing to

stretch westward across the continent. During the 1850s, regional lead-

ers concluded that they had to win control of the West to avert domina-

tion by the rival region. A victorious region could then claim both the

revolutionary legacy and the American future determined by seaborne

25. Peter S. Onuf, “The Expanding Union,” in Devising Liberty: Preserving
and Creating Freedom in the New American Republic, ed. David Thomas Konig
(Stanford, CA, 1995), 50–80; David C. Hendrickson, Peace Pact: The Lost World
of the American Founding (Lawrence, KS, 2003); Onuf, “Imperialism and Nation-
alism in the Early American Republic,” in Empire’s Twin: U.S. Anti-imperialism
from the Founding Era to the Age of Terrorism, ed. Ian Tyrrell and Jay Sexton
(Ithaca, NY, 2015), 21–40.

26. Peter S. Onuf, Jefferson’s Empire: The Language of American Nationhood
(Charlottesville, VA, 2000); Jay Sexton, The Monroe Doctrine: Empire and Nation
in Nineteenth-Century America (New York, 2011).
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and territorial expansion. Ultimately, the Civil War erupted over whether

a line between the rival regions should extend across the continent or be

erased in favor of either northern or southern domination. Northern vic-

tory in the Civil War empowered a Union that became more thoroughly

imperial and less beholden to the states. During the 1780s, the states

had created the original Union for more defensive purposes. The success

of the old federal Union in promoting western expansion had led to its

unraveling and reinvention during the 1860s.27

In sum, as I read these articles, sometimes against their grain, I find a

more transformative American Revolution. The hard war and its difficult

aftermath promoted three increasingly interdependent social processes.

First, the revolution generated racial distinctions that associated freedom

with whiteness. Second, it regularized state formation to balance the

interests of older states with frontier elites’ longing for social mobility

and secure private property in land and slaves. Third, the revolution

accelerated westward expansion to relieve social tensions and reduce

taxes in the eastern polities. The patriot victors reaped freedom and

prosperity, but that success contained contradictions that would provoke

a new civil war, even bloodier and more destructive than the revolution.

Although the new nation had regulated the process of state formation to

protect states from one another, that union also generated a national

politics, which invited regional polarization along a provocative line

drawn across maps and minds to distinguish free from slave states. That

division threatened the Union because Jefferson had failed to silence

the claims for racial justice and equality advanced by Wheatley and

Somerset.

27. Shankman, “Toward a Social History of Federalism.” See also the essays
in Andrew Shankman, ed., The World of the Revolutionary American Republic:
Land, Labor, and the Conflict for a Continent (New York, 2014); as well as Peter
J. Kastor, The Nation’s Crucible: The Louisiana Purchase and the Creation of
America (New Haven, CT, 2004); Matthew Mason, Slavery and Politics in the
Early American Republic (Chapel Hill, NC, 2006); John Craig Hammond, Slav-
ery, Freedom, and Expansion in the Early American West (Charlottesville, VA,
2007).
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